Greetings, MCMLA!
I‘m Amanda Sprochi, this is my inaugural issue as editor
of the Express. Please let me know if you have ideas for a
column, or better yet, wish to write one for the newsletter:
sprochia@health.missouri.edu.
In this issue, we have great articles by our various
MCMLA committees. The Education Committee writes a
terrific how-to article on applying for and winning professional development funding, something we all need in this
era of fiscal restraint. From the Library Advocacy Committee we learn of the need for information literacy
among graduate nursing students, particularly given today‘s emphasis on Evidence-Based Practice. And the research committee continues its popular Research Roundup column with suggestions for thinking about creative
research—and submitting it!—for the next MCMLA annual meeting.
Speaking of which, the St. Louis planning committee is
reminding us all to save the date for the next annual meeting. Make sure to mark your calendar and make your reservations early.
We also have some outstanding columns by MCMLA
members in this issue. Tim Kenny discussed the problem
of vanishing walk-ins as more and more of our reference
work goes online. Todd Vandenbark describes the process
he went through in surveying his patrons for input before
a website redesign. Karen Wells and colleague Guy Mason talk about using social networking in libraries in an
ongoing column, and Angela Arner continues her series
on health literacy awareness.
Please note: we have an action item this quarter. Darrell
Willoughby, Chair of the Government Relations Committee, is asking us all to contact our Congresspeople and
advocate for NIH and NLM. Please help support our national library and health institute.
A new feature, MCMLA Congratulates, will highlight the
papers, posters, presentations, awards, grants, and other
accomplishments of our membership. Please email me if
you‘ve been recognized so we can pass the news on to our
Chapter colleagues.
The redwing blackbirds are back in Columbia, so spring
is just around the corner. In the meantime, enjoy the issue.
aks
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MCMLA2011 – Explore.Dream.Discover.
Jackie Hittner, MCMLA2011 Planning Committee Chair; edited by Amanda Sprochi
The MCMLA2011 planning committee now has a website for the 2011 MCMLA meeting. As information becomes available for the meeting it will be posted. The
website address is:
http://mcmla.onefireplace.com/meeting
The date for the meeting is September 21-23, 2011. We
hope all MCMLA members have marked the date on
their calendar and are planning to be in St. Louis for the
meeting.
Just a reminder: September 21 there will be Continuing
Education Classes and the Welcome Reception. September 22 and 23 will be the meeting days.
MCMLA2011 will be held at The Hilton St. Louis
Frontenac:
http://www1.hilton.com/en_US/hi/hotel/STLFHHFHilton-St-Louis-Frontenac-Missouri/index.do
Room rates are $109/night - $10.00 less than in 2006 –
what a bargain!!

A Note of Thanks to MCMLA
Peggy Mullaly-Quijas, Executive Secretary,
MCMLA; edited by Amanda Sprochi
As many of you are aware, a member of the MCMLA
family had much sadness in her life in 2010. Mary Henning not only had physical injuries after a car accident,
her daughter was injured and she lost her spouse.
When the Executive Committee of MCMLA said the
chapter would be providing some money for Mary for gift
card to a grocery store near Mary‘s home, many generous
members of MCMLA answered the call and donated
money as well. Jenny Garcia purchased the card and delivered it to Mary. (Thanks, Jenny!) After the gift card
was purchased, money still came in, and I sent it to Mary
in a card saying MCMLA members were was thinking of
her. I included all the names of people who donated
money for Mary.
In total, 17 members of MCLA donated money for Mary,
totaling over $500.00. We all hope Mary is doing well,
and I think MCMLA folks are the best.

Council Sharing Lunch Winners
Announced
Joan Stoddard, Chair, Honors and Awards
Committee; Edited by Amanda Sprochi
Congratulations to the winners of the 2011 MCMLA
Chapter Council Sharing Lunch!! They will be attending
the Chapter Council sponsored luncheon at MLA in
Minneapolis in May where variety of topics will be offered for discussion.
Jean Sidwell, Associate Director of Learning Resources
at the AT Still Memorial Library in Kirksville MO
Assako Holyoke, Reference Librarian at St. Louis University
Thanks to all who applied. Winners were chosen by random drawing from the pool of those who applied.
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The Vanishing Walk-in Conundrum
Tim Kenny, Assistant Director, George J. Farha
Medical Library, University of Kansas School of
Medicine-Wichita; edited by Darell Schmick

use the library and what is its value to them? The notion
that we are our own best advocates holds some weight,
but a supportive chorus from those we serve holds some
too.

Over the last year or two, countless stories have been
written detailing the ongoing struggles of public libraries
as they deal with record foot traffic while at the same time
fighting for their lives as the state and municipal budget
axes fall. Allow me to present an equally puzzling, if a
bit a less common, situation for specialty libraries: the
busy library with little foot traffic.

For many of us, this scenario is old news. We track our
work and we have our supporters at the ready. For the
rest of us, this scenario more than likely looms over the
horizon . Are we prepared for the number of walk-ins to
decrease as the number of reference interactions increases?

Perhaps this is not surprising to those of us working in
and managing specialty libraries, but as we offer more
resources and services online, we might expect to see our
walk-in traffic drop. To the outside observer, the drop in
walk-ins is equal to a drop in library use. To be entirely
fair, if we weren‘t in the profession, we may come to that
same conclusion from casual observation of the physical
space. Of course, we know that just because we see fewer
people in the library, it doesn‘t mean they have stopped
using the library. What it means is the time we previously spent working with our patrons in person is now
taken up by fielding phone calls, answering emails, or
online chatting. The ILL requests, reference questions,
literature searches, collection maintenance, are all still
there--even when there are no people standing at the desk.
It should also be mentioned that a decrease in foot traffic
doesn‘t equate to zero foot traffic . It may be a bit of feast
or famine, but there are days when it seems every one of
our patrons has decided to stop by with a quick question
or request.
As our work load adjusts to patrons‘ changing preferences, we must be ready to counter the not-so-surprising
perception that our work load has declined. The natural
next steps are probably familiar to some of us: Are we
tracking our email transactions? Are we tracking the volume of ILL requests? Are we logging our phone calls?
In many cases, most of us are probably capturing single
transaction based metrics in one form or another. Are
they useful? Yes. Are they all we need? No. What about
time spent on collection maintenance? What about time
spent dealing with database vendors and website updates?
Billing and receiving? Resource training sessions? Research assistance? Well if we capture all that, are we all
set? No. All of these measures give a picture of the
work, but we need something to bring it all home. This is
when we reach out to our advocates. Who are the regular
users of our services (remote or in person)? How do they

Action Item: Funding for NLM and
NN/LM
Darrell Willoughby, Chair, Government Relations
Committee; edited by Amanda Sprochi
Now is the time to get involved! The Federal budget is
being reviewed. MCMLA members need to speak out
about funding the National Library of Medicine and the
National Network of Libraries of Medicine. The truth is
we rely a great deal on programs and services that depend on budget approval in Washington DC.
Most of us remember the fight for the Environmental
Protection Agency libraries, which occurred after the
Agency announced that these valuable libraries would be
closed in order to cut the budget. We need to be proactive and send our congressmen a message that we value
the National Library of Medicine and the National Network of Libraries of Medicine.
Look up your Congressional representative using your
zip code at:
http://www.congress.org/congressorg/directory/
congdir.tt
Thank you for letting them know!
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MCMLA 2011 AWARDS

Lisa C. Fried, Coordinator, Credentialing, Professional Recognition, and Career Services, Medical
Library Association; edited by Amanda Sprochi

The Barbara McDowell Award is the MidContinental Chapter’s award for excellence in hospital librarianship and contributions to local, Chapter and national participation and leadership.

The MLA Credentialing Committee recently approved
additions to the Academy of Health Information Professionals (AHIP) point index, under the Continuing Education Sponsored Instruction section. Participants in yearlong programs such as National Library of Medicine/
Association of Academic Health Sciences Libraries
Leadership Fellows and the MLA Rising Star program
can receive thirty continuing education points, the maximum that can be claimed for any one activity for each
five-year period.

The Bernice M. Hetzner Award recognizes an academic health sciences librarian in the Chapter who
has achieved a high level of professional accomplishment and contributed to local, Chapter and national
participation and leadership.

Mentors for the above programs will receive one point
per year per mentee, as noted in the current point index
for mentors. For additional information, please contact
Lisa C. Fried at MLA headquarters.

The MCMLA Outstanding Achievement Award honors a member for contributions to the Chapter and its
activities. The award recognizes significant contributions to health sciences/hospital libraries, to the profession and to the goals and objectives of the Chapter
for at least a 5 year period.
Call for nominations for all 3 awards will be requested in early summer, with a deadline of August.
Please be thinking of deserving colleagues who are
eligible. For more information please contact a member of the committee or visit the website:
http://www.mcmla.org/honorsawardscommittee
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How to Receive Funding for Professional Development
Marty McGee, Chair, Education Committee; edited by Darell Schmick
First, think of something you want to attend (a conference or an online offering) that could be completed by
April 30, 2011. Funding preference is given to professional development in the areas of emergency preparedness, personal and electronic health records, health information literacy, or library advocacy. Online training is included. If you need suggestions, see the information on the Professional Development Award webpage at http://nnlm.gov/mcr/funding/
Second, fill out an online application at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ProfessionalDevelopmentAward.
The application process takes only a few minutes, requiring your basic information, an explanation as to why
you‘d like to attend the event, and how you‘d be willing to share this information with other MidContinental
Region members--via a webinar, or article (or both).
Third, attend your event. Take good notes. When you return, set up a time for a webinar and/or due date for
your article.
Fourth, deliver your presentation via webinar, and/or write an article for Plains to Peaks Post.
Then you‘re done. You will have enriched yourself and your fellow librarians. What could be better than
that?
Current awardees, their institutions and events:
COMPLETED
Lenore Kinzie

Institution
Stormont-Vail Health Care

Event
Evidence Based Practice in
Dartmouth , New Hampshire

Presentation
Recording: http://nnlm.gov/mcr/education/online.html

Laura Cullerton

Platt College

Plains to Peaks Post

Lillian Hoffecker

University of Colorado
Health Sciences Library

Midcontinental Medical Library Association in Wichita,
Kansas
Cochrane Colloquium in
Keystone, Colorado

Kelly Klinke

Liberty Hospital

Library In your Pocket at
University of Illinois-Chicago,
Illinois

Recording: http://nnlm.gov/mcr/education/online.html

UPCOMING

Institution

Event

Ann Heimann

BryanLGH

Association of College and Research Libraries in Philadelphia PA

Heather Brown

University of Nebraska
Medical Center

Association of College and Research Libraries in Philadelphia PA

Bev Sedlacek

Nebraska Methodist College

Conference for Entrepreneurial Librarians in Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Margaret Bandy

Exempla St. Joseph Hospital

Disaster Information Outreach at NLM, Bethesda, Maryland

Gayle Willard

Kansas State University
Veterinary Medical Library

Disaster Information Outreach at NLM, Bethesda, Maryland

Rhonda Altonen

University of Colorado
Health Sciences Library

Disaster Information Outreach at NLM, Bethesda, Maryland

Recording: http://nnlm.gov/mcr/education/online.html

It is hoped that 25 individual (13 hospital librarian and 12 academic librarian) awards can be distributed. Each
subsidy is worth up to $1,500, which covers registration and travel costs. The applicant's institution must be a
Network member of the MidContinental Region and the applicant must hold a health sciences library position.
Applications will be accepted, reviewed, and awarded until funds are no longer available, or until April 30,
2011.
For more information, contact Claire Hamasu, 1-800-338-7657, option 1,1, or Marty Magee, 1-800-338-7657
option 1, 2, 5.
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HSLNKC Awards Five Kansas City Libraries for “Outstanding Service”
Simone Briand, Ruth R. Cleveland Memorial Library, Cleveland Chiropractic College, Overland Park, KS;
edited by Darell Schmick
The Health Sciences Library Network of Kansas City presented five awards to Kansas City area libraries for providing
outstanding service to their institutions in 2010, at the annual HSLNKC Award and Recognition Ceremony, held February 9, 2011, at Diastole, The Mary Clark and E. Grey Dimond Scholars‘ Center.
The award recipients were as follows:
Evelyn Vail, MLS, of North Kansas City Hospital, for ―Outstanding One-Person Health Science Library‖;
Cindi Nicks, BA, of Heartland Regional Medical Center, for ―Excellent Return on Investment in a Health
Science Library‖;
Margaret P. Mullaly-Quijas, MLS, of UMKC Health Sciences Library, for ―Outstanding Academic Health
Science Library‖;
Kelly Klinke, MLS, of Liberty Hospital, for ―Excellence in Consumer Health Services‖; and
Karen Wiederaenders of Saint Lukes Hospital, for ―Outstanding Health Science Library.‖
Along with the five awards, HSLNKC presented Service Certificates to members who worked to help the organization
fulfill its mission, and presented certificates to member libraries qualifying for Certification. The awards and certificates
were presented at the ceremony preceding the network‘s annual business meeting, which was hosted by Brenda Pfannenstiel, Manager of Library Services at Children‘s Mercy Hospital.

Seated at left: Kimberly Carter, HSLNKC President; Kelly Klinke of Liberty Hospital; Karen Wiederaenders of St.
Luke's Hospital; Margaret P. Mullaly-Quijas of UMKC Health Sciences Library; Cindi Nicks of Heartland Regional
Medical Center; seated at right is Simone Briand, HSLNKC Professional Activities Chair.
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Library Advocacy: Focus on Nursing
Valerie Meyer, Library Advocacy Committee; edited by Darell Schmick
Jacobs, Rosenfeld and Haber (2003) write about the integration of information literacy into a graduate nursing
curriculum. They recognize that information literacy is a
requirement for evidence-based practice (EBP). However,
two years later, Pravikoff, Tanner and Pierce (2005) studied the readiness of staff nurses to implement EBP and
discovered that nurses recognize the need for information
in their practice; and yet nurses cannot identify how to
implement research in day-to-day practice or how to use
information resources. Ross (2010) also found that nurses
do not understand research databases, research articles
and have limited search skills.
Pravikoff, Tanner and Pierce (2005) uncovered that 81
percent of nurses surveyed had never used the hospital
library and that 59 percent of nurses had not identified
researchable problems. Ross (2010) reports similar findings in that 97 percent of respondents had never used a
university library. Ross also uncovered that one quarter of
the nurses surveyed did not know if databases were available for them to search. Research in 1991 by Funk,
Champagne, Tornquist and Wiese (as cited by Funk,
2001) resulted in the BARRIER Scale to determine the
factors that prevent nurses from using research. The
BARRIER Scale identifies four factors that limit nurse
access to research: the adopter, the organization, the innovation, and the communication. The adopter barrier is the
nurse‘s skills and abilities. The organization barrier is the
limitations put in place by the setting that employs the
nurse. Innovation relates to the type and quality of research available and communication is the ability to share
and implement research into practice. Kajermo et al.
(2010) completed a systematic review that identified the
reliability of the BARRIERS Scale to evaluate obstacles
that prohibit the use of research by nurses; however, the
review also noted that using the scale does not provide a
means to identify remedy.
Therefore, what conclusion can be derived from the myriad of information about nurses and the implementation
EBP and the incorporation of research into nursing practice? There are barriers that prevent nurses from using
research in practice. Nurses lack the skills to search for
information or identify searchable questions. However,

nurses do recognize the need for information to search
for information or identify searchable questions. However, nurses do recognize the need for information to provide innovative, progressive and safe care. For these reasons, the Library Advocacy Committee of MCMLA is
targeting information to nurses this year as a population
group. Melnyk, Fineout-Overholt, Stillwell and Williamson (2009, 2010, & 2011) have been publishing a series
of articles in the American Journal of Nursing called Evidence-based practice: Step by step. This series of articles
outlines the steps needed to implement evidence into
nursing practice. However, one valuable piece of information is missing in the articles: the inclusion of the
medical librarian in the process. Read this series of articles and begin the networking process with nursing administration, supervisors, students and staff nurses to implement the process described by Melnyk et al. The series
begins in the November 2009 issue and continues in the
odd months through 2010 with the most recent article in
the January 2011 issue. Ask the nursing administrators if
they would be interested in initiating some of the strategies. For instance the first article suggests placing a
poster on the bulletin board in a staff area with the words
WHY written on it. The purpose is to stimulate staff to
ask the question ―why do we do . . .‖ and collect the questions. This may be an excellent opportunity to assist the
unit managers to review policies and procedures and involve the whole staff in the process of evaluation, review
and implementation of change.
References:
Fineout-Overholt, E., Melnyk, B. M., Stillwell, S. B., &
Williamson, K. M. (2010). Critical appraisal of the evidence: Part I. American Journal of Nursing, 110(7), 4752.
Fineout-Overholt, E., Melnyk, B. M., Stillwell, S. B., &
Williamson, K. M. (2010). Critical appraisal of the evidence: Part II. American Journal of Nursing, 110(9), 4148.
Fineout-Overholt, E., Melnyk, B. M., Stillwell, S. B., &
Williamson, K. M. (2010). Critical appraisal of the evidence: Part III. American Journal of Nursing, 110(11), 43
-51.
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Fineout-Overholt, E., Melnyk, B. M., Stillwell, S. B., &
Williamson, K. M. (2011). Following the evidence: Planning for sustainable change. American Journal of Nursing, 111(1), 54-60.
Funk, S. (2001). BARRIERS to research utilization scale:
Overview. Retrieved December 3, 2010 from
http://www.unc.edu/depts/rsc/funk/barriers.html
Jacobs, S. K., Rosenfeld, P., & Haber, J. (2003). Information literacy as the foundation for evidence-based practice
in graduate nursing education: A curriculum-integrated
approach. Journal of Professional Nursing, 19(5), 320328.
Kajermo, K. N. et al. (2010). The BARRIERS scale – the
barriers to research utilization scale: A systematic review.
Implementation Science, 5(32). doi:10.1186/1748-5908-5
-32
Melnyk, B. M., Fineout-Overholt, E., Stillwell, S. B., &
Williamson, K. M. (2010). Asking the clinical question:
A key step in evidence-based practice. American Journal
of Nursing, 110(3), 58-61.
Melnyk, B. M., Fineout-Overholt, E., Stillwell, S. B., &
Williamson, K. M. (2009). Igniting a spirit of inquiry: An
essential foundation for evidence-based practice. American Journal of Nursing, 109(11), 49-52.
Melnyk, B. M., Fineout-Overholt, E., Stillwell, S. B., &
Williamson, K. M. (2010). The seven steps of evidencebased practice. American Journal of Nursing, 110(1), 5153.
Pravikoff, D. S., Tanner, A. B., & Pierce, S. T. (2005).
Readiness of U. S. nurses for evidence-based practice.
American Journal of Nursing. 105(9), 40-51.
Ross, J. (2010). Information literacy for evidence-based
practice in perianesthesia nurses: Readiness for evidencebased practice. Journal of PeriAnesthesia Nursing, 25(2),
64-70.
Stillwell, S. B., Fineout-Overholt, E., Melnyk, B. M., &
Williamson, K. M. (2010). Searching for the evidence.
American Journal of Nursing, 110(5), 41-47.
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A First Poster
R. Todd Vandenbark, Web Services Librarian,
Eccles Health Sciences Library, University of
Utah; edited by Kristin Sen
After earning a Masters of Library Science and Technology Management degree in 2009, I was hired by Eccles
Library to lead the Web Team in developing the library's
next-generation website. Before such a redesign can begin, it is critical to understand our site's users, their demographics, use of social media, and technology and information-seeking preferences. The last major survey of
library patrons took place in 1995, so a fresh inquiry was
in order.
Using the Web 2.0 online survey tool, Survey Monkey, I
created a survey to generate baseline data in building an
understanding of health sciences faculty and staff, and
their perceived use of all of the library's resources, online
and in-person. Our library's Director, Jean Shipman,
helped put me in touch with top-level administration in
the University‘s School of Medicine and colleges of
Nursing, Pharmacy and Health, who emailed a link to the
survey to over 1,600 health sciences faculty and staff.
To encourage participation, respondents were entered into
a drawing for one of five prizes, each of which included
coupons for two free interlibrary loan orders and a onehour research consultation with library staff. A total of
183 people responded. While this may not seem statistically significant, when grouped by college or school, the
number of responses from the colleges of Pharmacy,
Nursing, and Health were all well over 40%.
What did we learn from this survey? Of those who responded to the survey:
* over 75% visit the library building at least once a semester
* over 92% visit the website at least once a semester.
* nearly 2/3rds have browsed the web with a mobile device.
* Faculty and staff are generally unaware of, or seldom
utilize, regular communications from the library via
newsletter or social media. More outreach is needed in
this area.
A survey is just the first in this multi-step process of website redesign, and I hope to publish more on our process
in the coming months. If you are attending MLA in Minneapolis this year, I invite you to drop by during the Sunday poster session on 5/15/2011 from 2:00 p.m. - 3:00
p.m., and say "Hi!"
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Social Networking: Part 1, Developing Our Social Networking Presence
Guy Mason, Knowledge Management and Competitive Intelligence Consultant, Denver, Colorado, and Karen
Wells, Manager, Medical Library Services, Exempla Lutheran Medical Center; edited by Kristin Sen
Locating the Right Person for the Job
Do we have the right person for the job? Perhaps this is
you--if you are a dedicated staff member and not a parttimer saddled with an additional duty. If you are the former, this is written for you. If you are the latter, consider
recruiting a suitable candidate for this job.
Locate someone who can develop, maintain, and continuously evaluate, change, and re-evaluate the project. We
will call him, or her, our ―New-Media Ringmaster,‖ a person who is not faint of heart or accustomed to static, finite
projects.
Let us choose someone who is highly flexible, able to
incorporate change and criticism into bonafide positive
outcomes, and doggedly persistent, but charismatic. This
is also someone who is an integrative thinker, who can
marry old ideas with new ideas and technologies to create
new types of value. This someone also has collaborative
skills to engage many others on the way, such as virtual
marketers, customer services people, and information
technology personnel. This someone can operate at high
speed and can think on his or her feet.

●

Whereas former managers functioned on intermediate to
extended decision cycles, this person must be able to
work with short time frames, sometimes even curt daily
cycles, to use social media to detect immediate peril or
opportunity and respond right away with logic, expedience, strategy, and diplomacy.
This someone also respects individual privacy and understands the fine line between confidentiality and personal
sharing, but still loves a good story. This someone understands the concept of ―WE‖ (as in community) over the
concept of ―I.‖
Let us assume, for purposes of this column, that we have
located the person for this job.
Thinking about Goals
Let us now decide what our goals are in developing our
social networking strategy.
No ideas? Then consider the following list of goals
which range from traditional to less traditional or new
services, and adopt or modify one to suit our own institution‘s goals.

Circulation

Increase circulation of books, videos, music, etc.

Reference

Increase information search requests

Book acquisitions

Promote new books; Allow patrons to suggest acquisitions; Allow patrons to write reviews
and commentaries on new books or articles

Recruitment

For new staff or volunteer services

Specific help for doctors

Help with increasing need for information resources for credentialing and certification; Help
with CME credits acquisition via online sites that query for self-directed electronic database
searching; Help with the paperwork for submitting credentialing materials and related processes; Assist with the creation of professional presentations (PowerPoint, word, research)

Announcements

Library Meetings; Educational forums for community, physicians, or other hospital staff;
Save the Library campaign or other advocacy

News

Publish news bulletin re new surgical instruments, new technologies, etc.; Aggregate collections of medical news stories during the week

Gather Library Statistics and
Information about Library
Services

Identify information use trends (demographics, population characteristics); Identify and address needs for particular populations (cardiovascular, ER, nursing, etc); Share personal success or defeat stories about library services; Initiate library improvement questionnaires; Determine where we are and where we want to go
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Social Networking: Part 1, Developing Our Social Networking Presence
(continued from page 9)

Partnering

Collaborate with public or other health sciences libraries to provide medical information resources; Provide free consumer health outreach for the community; Improve customer satisfaction by soliciting community participation in library activities or services; Create engagement with colleague to colleague interaction; Allow users to share medical photos, videos, or
other materials

Training

Provide training to patrons about social networking and 2.0 tools; Provide training on use of
library tools and services (tours, OPAC, databases, etc.)

Initiate New Programs

Use promotional tools such as YouTube, Facebook fan pages, library newspapers or blogs;
Allow users to edit wikis (for such things as recommending resources to other library patrons;
converting resource guides and pathfinders into wikis, adding interactive, client produced,
Journal Club reviews, etc.); Utilize applications on mobile devices and other media; Establish
or evolve our branding and positioning; Solicit to help healthcare students, interns, and residents at the point of care (i.e., bedside); Provide information rich competitive games between
library patrons

Need more ideas? See the Top 100 Ways Librarians Use
Social Media. [http://blogs.ubc.ca/dean/2010/08/top-100ways-librarians-use-social-media/]
Check it out! They list some novel, innovative ideas and
great commentaries with even more ideas.
Honing Our Goals to Meet Actual User Needs
Having thought about your institution‘s goals, let us talk
about how we might hone our goals a little further.
If at all possible, we should perform a preliminary return
on investment (ROI) analysis to ensure the money and
time we put into the project will be of high profit to our
library. Many people have come up with good ideas, but
lacked the funding or the personnel to move forward.
Also, we should consider that we will need to seek stakeholders to aid in our project, including upper management, and clients.
Seeking those means, we really need to know our audience and our demographics. One of the ways to do this is
to poll or query them about who they are, what they like,
what they do not like, and what they want and need.
We can use social networking tools to perform our assessment by setting up a wiki or blog, Twitter tweet, or Facebook status messages to share information from participants. We can seed these with 3-4 of our preferred library
goals and ask patrons to post comments and discussion

about the ideas. We can ask open-ended questions or solicit ideas through contests, and ask what works and what
does not work in our library. We can also ask what patrons would like to see changed or modified.
We will encourage customer relationships through developing mechanisms for sharing ideas without partiality or
penalty. We might use avatars in this process and we
may serve as librarian moderators and encouraging mediators, listening to all the ideas and thought processes
between patrons. Last, we can rank all the suggestions
from our patrons and ask the community of patrons to
vote on the top three suggestions.
This process allows us to get client buy-in to the project at
an early stage, and can help us identify vocal and emphatic project champions that can move our project forward in our organization.
Let our clients guide our future direction
This might also be a good way to figure out our real niche
for growing our library services. Does this sound like too
much work just to get an idea? Not if we really want to
seek a direction in this ever-changing world. And since
we have a committed staff person on this project, it is a
wise thing to do! It might just lead us to useful strategic
planning. Consider that Dell, Inc. has also recently used
the above method, called ―crowdsource ideation.‖ Dell,
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Health Literacy Awareness
Angela Arner, Library Associate, John Moritz Library, Nebraska Methodist College; edited by
Amanda Sprochi

Inc. is using a tool called Salesforce Ideas which helped
them to reach over 80,000 employees around the globe.
(http://www.salesforce.com/customers/hi-tech-hardware/
dell.jsp ) They launched a product called Dell IdeaStorm
―to give customers and enthusiasts a chance to ‗walk the
halls of Dell‘ and share ideas that influence product development, services, and operations.‖ They reported
within the first week, a collection of 500 ideas; and by the
first month, a collection of 2,500 ideas. Now their strategic plan is taking on a new course of formerly unthoughtof direction. So perhaps we can move forward based on
their example. What we are seeking are the unrecognized, unmet or unarticulated needs that align to our strategic goals to the unfolding future. Further, we want to
always be mindful of having a strategic plan in place with
measurable metrics, and a timeline, to evaluate our progress.
Show we really do care and share in our community
It is important that we develop our professional customer
relations side to help our patrons not only develop academic excellence, but also inter-relational excellence.
That means we are interested in sharing what people also
care about! Remember, most people first care about
things in their own personal lives--family and friends, and
second, other acquaintances--personal and professional
relationships, and finally, what is going on in the outside
world.
That is why the number one reason for people communicating on a website has to do with “my life and my experiences,” (37%) whereas the next top two are politics
(11%) and then entertainment (7%). We love to share
what we are passionate about. We love to share ourselves
with family and other relationships. That is why these
social tools are so successful. They are particularly successful when they allow multiple persons to share heartfelt things with others and connect in human ways. We
use computers (machines,) for our message, but it is really
the warmth and compassion (or other compelling passion,) with human interaction that we seek to share. So
the computer can be the mechanism through which the
warmth of human communities can still be achieved.
Next time we‘ll talk about some marketing notions to help
us.

We are excited that John Moritz Library, at Nebraska
Methodist College, now has a great way to organize the
wide variety of our library‘s resources, other information
sources, and web links through LibGuides.
[Disclaimer: this is not a commercial message, although
it may seem like one, as I share some personal experiences with this kind of resource.]
Some of you may not have heard of LibGuides, LiveBinders and other such resources.
―A Guide can be thought of as a mini-website. You
can create guides on any topic, for any purpose. You
can create as many Guides as you want - there are no
limits to the number of guides in the system. Don't be
shy. Share your knowledge with others and point them
to useful resources and information within your library
and on the Internet… Your Guides consist of pages,
and each page is represented by a tab (or a subtab, i.e.
a 2nd level tab).‖
LibGuides website [http://
guidefaq.com/a.php?qid=1976]

We recently subscribed to LibGuides and are creating
multiple guides for the students, faculty, and staff of Nebraska Methodist College and the health personnel of
Methodist Health System in Omaha, Nebraska. I am responsible for organizing consumer health resources and
several professional resources linked through our web
pages, including Health Literacy [http://
methodistcollege.edu/currentstudents/library/
library_detail.asp?PID=15&PCID=46]
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Health Literacy Awareness
(continued from page 11)
I transferred information from relevant web pages, creating a LibGuide on health information literacy.
These are the
categories I have identified to organize and populate the Improving Health Literacy Information LibGuide :

Part of the fun in finding useful and reliable resources for this guide was reviewing what other colleagues had created. The LibGuides Community is a great way to brain-storm, see what other people are doing, and get great ideas from
colleagues. The LibGuides Community [http://libguides.com/community.php?stype=aca] allows you to search and explore hundreds of thousands of guides by tens of thousands of librarians at thousands of libraries worldwide. [http://
libguides.com/community.php?stype=aca]
As we know, our colleagues are great about sharing, so using and adapting
each other‘s content greatly enriches the information we can provide!
As I was finishing this column we received the January/February 2011 issue of ONLINE. Its lead article? ―LibGuides
interface customization‖. The first sentence? ―LibGuides is taking the library world by storm, particularly the academic portion of the library world.‖ The three authors of this article hold positions at Michigan State University Libraries, where over 600 guides have been published. The authors have taken a practical nuts-and-bolts approach, writing a
very informative article about what they have learned customizing LibGuides for the MSU Libraries. See Brandon, J.,
Sattler, K., Tobias, C. (2011). LibGuides Interface Customization. Online, 35, (1), 15.
The Improving Health Information Literacy LibGuide is not ready ―for prime time‖ yet, but I can‘t wait to share it with
our students, faculty, staff, health system health care professionals, and YOU. Look for a short note in the next issue of
the Express, pointing you to the Guide. I will also include a post on the blog Health Information Literacy – for Health
and Well Being . [http://aa47.wordpress.com/] Can you tell I‘m having fun with our LibGuides project?! If you would
like to see two published LibGuides, please check out Diversity [http://libguides.methodistcollege.edu/diversity] and
Cultural Health Information for the Consumer [http://libguides.methodistcollege.edu/content.php?pid=176199] I hope
you will check them out, and comments are welcome! Our goal is to create guides to replace many of the current web
pages on the John Moritz Library website.

On a related health literacy note, I prepared a literature search on Patient Education – Techniques and Strategies earlier today. I was pleased to see the retrieval included a significant number of articles which addressed health literacy issues:
● Health Literacy articles written in 1995 (searching CINAHL Plus with Full Text and MEDLINE) – 8 articles
● Health Literacy articles written from 1996-2009 (searching databases mentioned above) – 2430 articles
● Health Literacy is now a MeSH heading. Searching CINAHL Plus with Full Text, MEDLINE and PsycINFO recently retrieved 4489 English language articles from 1940-2010

I hope you all are doing well this Winter.

Stay warm and well, everyone. Spring is coming!
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Research Round-up
MCMLA Research Committee; edited by Kristin Sen
In the Fall 2008 issue of Hypothesis, Jonathan Eldredge
interviewed Jo Dorsch, a recognized researcher within
MLA. When asked where she found ideas for research
projects, she responded that she needed to look ―no further than my work.‖ She continued,
It‘s important to me to measure the effectiveness
of what I do. My work itself is very satisfying,
but measuring the results of my work and sharing
it with others, adds to the value of my contributions. As a library profession we‘ve been preaching evidence-based practice to health professionals. I feel strongly that librarians should be contributing to the evidence base of our profession.
When asked where she finds
answer was similar, ―the way
research closely to my work.
report, why not translate that
ject?‖

the time for research, the
I find time is by tying my
If I have to write a grant
work into a research pro-

Daily, health sciences librarians find themselves working
with other disciplines to help develop, find, organize, and
publish research within their specialties. While doing this
we need to add to our own professional knowledge. Do
we stop, think and question as Ms.Dorsch suggests: is my
work with Magnet, telemedicine, simulation labs, or
needs assessment something that should be developed and
shared with others in our profession? Could the tool I use
daily to teach evidence-based searching be something that
is unique and have value to others? Did the move to electronic journals impact care or the bottom line in my organization?
These questions can be the beginnings of research.
MCMLA is known for creativity and thinking outside the
box. It is not too early to begin thinking about the projects you are working on today. Is this a project that
would be of interest and value to others in our region? If
so, consider submitting a poster or paper for the MCMLA
2011 Annual Meeting.
Research Committee members will judge research-related
posters and/or papers during the annual meeting to determine the best 2011 research poster and paper. The winners will be announced during the annual meeting. All
posters and paper presentations will also be judged for
creative ideas that showcase MCMLA‘s cutting edge talent.

Still unsure where to start or can‘t think of anything that
piques your interest? Consider reviewing MLA and
MCMLA research resource web pages:
MLA:
http://research.mlanet./org. Hypothesis: The
Journal of the Research Section of MLA available at this
web site, is a great tool to review for ideas that might
pique your interest. For example, the Fall 2010 issue contains a listing of the MLA 2010 Meeting Research
Awards.
MCMLA: www.mcmla.org/posterpaperawards. Check
out previous Research Award Winners.
For those new to research and perhaps a little insecure
regarding research, consider submitting an idea or project
to the Research Committee to garner feedback from peers.
Use the expertise available in our chapter to inspire, provide suggestions and congratulations as you move forward gaining confidence with research. MCMLA can
serve as the launching pad for future presentations at
MLA, other chapters, other professional organizations, or
publication submission.
Using the theme for this year‘s St. Louis meeting, make
2011 the year to Explore, Dream and Discover [and
share] Research.
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MCMLA Congratulates
Amanda Sprochi
(MCMLA Congratulates is a new feature of the newsletter
which highlights papers, posters, awards, presentations,
and other activities by our members. To submit, please
send an email to sprochia@health.missouri.edu)
Assako Holyoke, Saint Louis University, for the acceptance by MLA‘11 of her abstract proposal for a paper
presentation ―Preparing students to practice EBM in residency. Rethinking pre-post evaluation method after a pilot course,‖ regarding a course for the 4th year medical
students at SLU currently been offered as an elective. The
course title is "EBM information skills for residency" and
is being offered for the second time - the first was a pilot
in the previous year.
Claire Hamasu, Associate Director, and Betsy Kelly,
Assessment & Evaluation Liaison, NN/LM MidContinental Region, for the acceptance of their paper “Pervasive
assessment: Integrating assessment into the organization” for MLA 2011. The section-sponsored session
―Rethinking Assessment‖ will be presented on May 16,
2011 from 10:30 AM-12:00 PM.
Margaret Bandy, Manager, Library & Media Services,
Exempla Saint Joseph Hospital; Susan Brandes, Medical
Librarian, Exempla Good Samaritan Medical Center; and
Karen Wells, Manager, Medical Library, Exempla Lutheran Medical Center, for having their paper “Invite
Yourself to the Table; Librarians Contribute to Their
Hospital System EMR” accepted for MLA 2011.
Margaret Bandy; Joyce Condon, Reference Librarian,
Exempla Saint Joseph Hospital; and Ellen D. Graves,
Reference Librarian, Exempla Saint Joseph Hospital,
whose paper “Use Your Expertise To Help Your Community With Their Knowledge Management Needs”
has been accepted for MLA 2011.
Margaret M. Bandy and Rosalind F. Dudden, Director,
Library & Knowledge Services, Gerald Tucker Memorial
Medical Library, National Jewish Health, for the acceptance of their poster “Collaborating in the Cloud: Creating a Multi-Authored Book Using Open Source Content Management and Social Networking Software‖
for MLA 2011.
Todd Vandenbark, Web Services Librarian, Eccles
Health Sciences Library, University of Utah, for his posters “A First Poster” and “Rethink your library website: first know your end users” and their abstracts
which have been accepted by MLA 2011. [Check out
Todd‘s article in this issue of the Express! ed.]

T. Scott Plutchak, Director, Lister Hill Library, University of Alabama at Birmingham, who will be delivering
the Janet Doe Lecture on May 16, 9-10 a.m. at MLA
2011. Scott has been an MCMLA member since 1987 and
has missed only one annual meeting during that time despite moving to Alabama in 1995. He says, ―I‘ve always
been particularly fond of MCMLA and those friends and
colleagues who‘ve been so influential in forming me as a
librarian.‖
Liz Workman, Department of Biomedical Informatics,
University of Utah, and Joan Stoddart, Deputy Director,
Spencer S. Eccles Health Sciences Library, University of
Utah, for their paper “Rethinking Information Delivery:
Using a Natural Language Processing Application for
Point-of-Care Data Discovery” which will be presented
May 15 from 4:30-6pm at MLA 2011.
Kathleen Amos, Sewell Learning Partnership Librarian
Fellow, Public Health Foundation; Alice Weber, Collection Development Librarian, Spencer S. Eccles Health
Sciences Library, University of Utah; Allyson Mower,
Scholarly Communications & Copyright Librarian, J.
Willard Marriott Library, University of Utah; Mary Ann
James, Electronic Resources Coordinator, J. Willard
Marriott Library, University of Utah; Mary Youngkin,
Reference Services Librarian, Spencer S. Eccles Health
Sciences Library, University of Utah; and Joanne Yaffe,
Associate Professor, College of Social Work and Adjunct
Associate Professor, Psychiatry, University of Utah, for
“Rethinking Collection Development Strategies: Exploring Author Publications as evidence for Journal
Subscription Decisions,” which will be presented on
May 16, 2011 from 10:30-12 pm at the MLA 2011 section-sponsored session.
Heather Brown, Head of Access Services, McGoogan
Library of Medicine, University of Nebraska Medical
Center, and Ann Kaste, Digital Resources Librarian,
McGoogan Library of Medicine, University of Nebraska
Medical Center, for having their poster “Online journal
backfiles: an analysis of actual and projected use”
accepted at MLA 2011.
Kudos to all!

